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Congratulations on your purchase of a new Lemmer T-90Q with 3M TM PPS TM  technology.
This container system is very convenient to use and allows spraying on any angle.

Pressure hose

Correct
Connect hose here

Upside down

Your T-90Q is shipped with one lid/liner
already installed in the hard outer container
shell, and the adaptor fitting installed on the
gun. A spare liner is also included.

Remove the ring and cover of container shell,
and the lid for the liner. Fill liner with product,
then re-install lid, cover and ring. Tighten
securely. Do not use the shell without a liner!

Adaptor

Hard shell

Lid/liner

Incorrect!

Connect the container assembly to the gun as
shown, ensuring the locks are properly engaged
per inset photos. Rotate container approx 1/10
turn as shown turn to secure locks on adaptor.

Connect pressure tube to elbow on side of
gun as shown. The container requires this
pressure to properly deliver material at the
nozzle.

Turn on the turbine unit per instructions in
the manual. Trigger gun and spray until air
is removed from liner as indicated by a
steady spray pattern. Adjust gun as required
per manual.

The inner liner collapses as paint is used,
allowing you to spray on angles or even upside
down! To refill container, turn off turbine or
flow control valve, then follow steps 2 to 5 as
required.

Angle spray
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At end of work, turn off unit and remove
container assy. Lid/liner can be disposed of, or
gently cleaned. Flush some appropriate solvent
through the gun and adaptor. Do not soak the
hard shell in solvent, wipe clean only.

Spare lid/liner assemblies can be pre-filled
with other colors, thinner etc for extra
convenience and quick changes on the job.

Lemmer Spray Systems Ltd.
4624-12th Street N.E. Calgary, AB, Canada. T2E 4R4
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Replacement Parts
Liner w/lid, 950 mL ........................... L034-311
Adaptor #18 ...................................... L034-320
Hard Shell cup assy ......................... L034-304
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Liner begins to
squeeze air out
as trigger is
pulled.




